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The Database Analyzer is a SAP MaxDB tool for long-term performance
analysis. It creates snapshots about the database status in configurable
intervals and logs these in several files.
This provides statistics data, which also enables an analysis of past
performance issues.
The root cause of performance issues could be different. Maybe the reason
is related to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

not optimal MaxDB/liveCache parameter configuration
lack of hardware resources (CPU, memory, swapping)
not optimal optimizer strategies
high I/O response times (reading data, writing log)
collisions on SQL locks, critical regions, internal structures
administration tasks running in parallel (backup, update statistics,
consitency check)
• …
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The Database Analyzer consists of two components, the executable and the
configuration file. The Database Analyzer program (executable
dbanalyzer(.exe)) has no knowledge about the data to be collected. It is just
“infrastructure”. The “heart” of the monitoring via Database Analyzer is the
configuration file (dbanalyzer<version>.cfg).
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The Database Analyzer executable is MaxDB kernel software independent.
The Database Analyzer configuration file is release dependent. With each
software installation only one executable related to the MaxDB kernel
software version is delivered. Multi Database Analyzer configuration files are
part of the software installation package for each MaxDB major Kernel
version one.
Database Analyzer configuration file depends on the MaxDB/liveCache
version to be monitored (dbanalyzer77.cfg, dbanalyzer78.cfg , … located in
<installtion_path>\env)
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 The Database Analyzer collects statistics periodically.


The snapshot interval is given as a startup parameter (default 900s)



Some statistic values are collected more often, independent from the
user specified interval.



Some statistic values which change less often or produce higher
workload during collection are not collected in each interval.
These user interval independent statistics values are defined in the
configuration file and their interval cannot be modified (no startup
option).

 Source of all statistics evaluated/logged by the Database Analyzer are
MaxDB/liveCache system views (or specific Database Analyzer views
that are based on system views).
 Most of the specific Database Analyzer views are created by the first
start of Database Analyzer (schema <sysdba>, e.g. superdba). Additional
Database Analyzer specific views are created by the Database Analyzer
parameter check in schema <sysdba> too. Therefore it is important to
use the correct user to start the Database Analyzer Check (note:
1423935).
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All administrative files of the Database Analyzer are located in
subdirectory analyzer of the rundirectory of the MaxDB/liveCache
instance to be monitored.
A bunch of statistics files are updated per interval with the collected
statistics. For each day the statistics files will be stored in a separate
folder.
DBAN.prt is evaluated by tools (DBACOCKPIT/LC10, Database Studio),
different warning levels will be displayed in different colors.
The first three lines (header) of each file DBAN_*.csv contain information
about the content of each column. This header is evaluated by the tool
for display / aggregation purposes.
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Database Analyzer creates its own views in the MaxDB/liveCache
instance to be monitored in schema <sysdba>. All these views (DBAN_*)
are based on one or more MaxDB/liveCache system views. Only a
subset is displayed here.
The MaxDB system views contain huge amount of information which is
not necessary totally collect with each snapshot, therefore the
<DBAN_views> contain only a subset of information.
The information in the Database Analyzer log files are based on the
Database Analyzer views and the system views.
To check which Database Analyzer view is based on which system view
use the following SELECT statement:
select * from viewdefs where viewname = <DBAN_view>
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There are several ways to start or stop the Database Analyzer. To do this the
graphical tools SAP GUI or Database Studio GUI can be used. On operating
system level Database Manager CLI commands are available to start / stop
the Database Analyzer manually or automatically.
For test purposes it is possible to start the Database Analyzer executable
manually on OS level. It is used for support purposes, mostly in conjunction
with a special configuration file (like the parameter check configuration file).
Hint: Please take care not to start a Database Analyzer on the same system
twice (eg. via DBACockpit and on OS level). Both Database Analyzer would
write into the same log files if the default output directory is not changed via
option ‘-o’.
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An automatic start of the Database Analyzer can be configured with
transaction DB59 → Integration Data. Then the Database Analyzer will
be started with the defined interval when the SAP system is started. This
feature is only possible for the own database of the SAP system.
If a liveCache is integrated into a SAP system the implicite restart of the
Database Analyzer after restart of the liveCache can be configured in the
same way also via transaction DB59.
This functionality is not supported for any other remote databases.
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The Database Analyzer is completely integrated into transaction
DBACOCKPIT/LC10: Performance → Database Analyzer →
Bottlenecks. If you want to check the current status of the Database
Analyzer choose button Determine status.
Via button Start Analysis or Stop Analysis the Database Analyzer can be
started or stopped manually. The default snapshot interval is 900 seconds. If
you want to change the snapshot interval you have first to stop the Database
Analyzer and define a new interval with next restart. In transaction
DBACockpit snapshot intervals of 60, 120,300, 900 and 3600 seconds are
supported.
An useful value during a performance analysis is between 60 and 120
seconds.
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Database Studio GUI supports an intuitive way to start or stop the Database
Analyzer. This functionality can be found on tab Analyzer of the
administration editor . If no start options are specified the Database Analyzer
will use the default options (e.g. interval of 900 seconds).
With button Activate the Database Analyzer will be started.
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The default interval of 900 seconds will be used too if you start Database
Analyzer with DBMCLI command ‘dban_start’ without any options. To specify
another interval of collecting statistics option ‘-t’ has to be used. Additionally
the count of evaluations can be specified with option ‘-t’.
Further options of ‘dban_start’:
-f <configuration>
-i
-keep <days>
than <days>

Name of the configuration file
Deletes any existing log files for the current day
Deletes all log files and directories that are older

With DBMCLI command ‘dban_stop’ the Database Analyzer will be stopped.
The actual state of the Database Analyzer can be displayed with DBMCLI
command ‘dban_state’.
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An automatic start of the Database Analyzer can be forced by using the
DBMCLI command ‚auto_dbanalyzer‘. This command activates the function
for automatically starting Database Analyzer when the MaxDB/liveCache
database is started. You can switch this function on or off in any of the
operational states of the MaxDB/liveCache database.
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There are several possibilities to display the collected statistic values of the
Database Analyzer. In addition to the graphical tools SAP GUI and Database
Studio GUI standard text editors (for all *.prt files) respectively MS Excel (for
all *.csv files) can be used.
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Each MaxDB performance analysis starts with the Bottleneck Analysis in
transaction DBACockpit. The Information displayed under
DBACOCKPIT/LC10: Performance → Database Analyzer →
Bottlenecks are based on log file DBAN.prt which is located in
subdirectory analyzer/<YYYYMMDD> of the rundirectory of the
MaxDB/liveCache instance.
This log file starts with some general system information:
• Version information (Database Analyzer configuration file, Database
Analyzer executable, database kernel)
• Hardware information (CPU, Memory, operating system)
• Database configuration information (including last executed parameter
check)
• Information about required statistics update
• Missing file directory counters
This information are logged in the first interval after starting the Database
Analyzer and also at the beginning of each day.
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The other snapshots contain information about possible bottlenecks. Different
warning levels will be displayed in different colors.

Note: Not each alert with priority high is pointing to a problem. The alert
information should always be related to the workload of the system e.g.
region collisions are not critical if there are no additional waits.
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Detailed information are available via DBACOCKPIT/LC10: Performance →
Database Analyzer → Expert Analysis. All DBAN_*.prt and DBAN_*.csv files.
The expert analysis is used to start a more detailed analysis. Which file have
to be checked depends on the messages in the bottleneck analysis.
To work with the expert analysis detailed knowledge about the MaxDB
architecture is necessary otherwise the huge amount of statistics values
cannot be interpreted correctly.
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This slide shows an *.prt example for statistic values in the expert analysis DBAN_USER_TASK_ACTIVITIES.prt
The DBAN_USER_TASK_ACTIVITIES.prt contains information about user
tasks that were active between two intervals.
It does not give information about User Tasks in status connect wait.
The Database Analyzer uses the system view information (just like ‘x_cons
show active’) to check if the region access count or the dispatch count has
been changed related to the last interval. If this is true the task information
will be logged in the new snapshot as well.
This shows us that the task is really working in the system. If a task is not
shown anymore in the file DBAN_USER_TASK_ACTIVITIES.prt the task is
doing nothing anymore on database level.
Statistics about servertasks and other special tasks are not listed here.
File DBAN_USER_TASK_ACTIVITIES.prt is available as of version 7.9. In
versions < 7.9 use file DBAN_USER_TASKS_CMDS_EXECUTED.prt
instead.
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This slide shows an *.csv example for statistic values in the expert analysis DBAN_IOTHREADS.csv
By default User Tasks do not execute the I/O itself, the I/O request is put in a queue
and processed by the I/O thread. To analyze
the I/O performance the DBAN_IOTHREADS.csv is used.
Scalability of asynchroneous I/O has been improved in version 7.7 significantly. In
older versions the I/O threads were directly associated with the volumes. As of
version 7.7 I/O threads can send their requests to different volumes. There is a
configurable number of queues per volume. It is possible to assign priorities to I/O
requests. Tasks don‘t have to wait for the result of the I/O but can send the request
asynchroneously and continue their work.
In this example we see that we have
• huge number of read IO (PagesRead)
• very bad I/O times for reading (ReadTime in ms)
• Write I/O especially every 10 minutes (PagesWritten) – could be savepoint
• Very bad I/O times for writing (WriteTime in ms)
• Dev threads got a bottleneck (PendingRequests > 0 ), the Dev threads could not
write/read the data fast enough to avoid any wait situation in the DEV threads.
• In this example we should check the database disk configuration and the disk
performance on hardware level.
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On tab Analyzer of the administration editor the displayed warning levels can
be selected and are highlighted with different icons.
This information is based on file dban.prt and corresponds to the
DBACockpit/LC10 menue Bottlenecks.
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All Database Analyzer log files DBAN_*.prt and DBAN_*.csv are available
over the Explorer tree entry DB Analyzer File (you have to select context
menu Extended File List of Diagnosis Files to see this entry). Only
DBAN_*.prt files can be displayed in an usable way, this example
DBAN_SHOW_ACTIVE_TASKS.prt.
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A new Database Studio GUI feature will allow to display DBAN_*.csv files in
a graphical way. This new Database Studio GUI feature is in progress. Via
Diagnosis Charts one or more columns of a loaded DBAN_*.csv file will be
presentable in one of the next Database Studio GUI version.
In this example we see the changes done on database level (number of
Inserts, Deletes and Updates) in a specified time period.
Such statistics are used to check the system load caused by application side.
With this graphical layout you can easy see when was the peak and which
SQL commands (in this case deletes and updates) caused the system load.
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The statistics aggregation functionality allows to compare the statistic values
of different days, weeks or months. This feature is implemented in ABAP
stack only, not in Database Studio GUI.
The SAP system must be configured that the statistic values are aggregated.
How to do this can be found in chapter 3.4.
Via button Aggregated Performance Data (1) different aggregation levels can
be selected (2).
You use this functionality if the system response time has changed after
some adiministrative tasks have been done e.g after a software upgrade,
after a hardware change, etc.
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One example of statistics aggregation on the daily and monthly base
(DBAN_CACHES.csv).
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The administration of the Database Analyzer statistics is implemented via
button Administration of Performance Data (1) which is available in both
menues Bottlenecks and Expert Analysis. Manual (2) or automatic
administration (3) can be selected via tab.
The automatic adminsitration
• defines if the performance data is additionally stored in the database (to
speed up the reading time of files)
• how long these data stay in the database and on the database host
• activates the aggregation of data
The Manual administration allows in more detailes when data will be
aggregated and deleted.
SAP recommends to activate the aggregation of statistics via automatic
administration.
This functionality is not available in Database Studio GUI.
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MaxDB/liveCache parameter check is embedded into the Database Analyzer.
Use this Database Analyzer feature to check if the configuration of your
MaxDB/liveCache database corresponds to the current SAP
recommendations.
The parameter check should be executed after each MaxDB/liveCache
software upgrade. Different recommendations may be relevant for different
database versions.

The parameter check uses a special Database Analyzer configuration file
(only one file for all MaxDB/liveCache versions). This special configuration
file is attached to SAP note 1111426. As this file is regulary updated, you
must download it always before a new check.
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The database instance must be in operational state ONLINE when you start the parameter
check tool. Perform the automatic check as SYSDBA user (e.g. dbadmin)
dbanalyzer –d EXPERTDB –n <server> –u dbadmin,<password>
–f dbanalyzer_instanceParametercheck.cfg -o <temp_directory> -i –c 1 –t 1,1
With parameter
-i the output directory will be cleaned up
-c output will be send to screen as well
-t 1,1 only 1 snapshot in an interval of one second
Analyze the screen output or the file <temp_directory>/<YYYYMMDD>/DBAN.prt. Important
are all messages that are marked with “* W1 to * W3”
The following checks are executed:
- general parameters
- parameters which influence the I/O performance
- optimizer parameters
- special liveCache parameters
- additional checks
- do corrupt indexes exist?
- is the database kernel trace activated?
- do tables exist which do not have any file directory counters?
- is logging activated and autooverwrite deactivated?
- does the size of the IO Buffer Cache correspond to the SAP recommendation, which is
2% of the configured volume size for UNICODE systems and
1% for NON-UNICODE systems?
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The Database Analyzer analyzes whether the configuration of your database
was checked. If this is the case, the Database Analyzer also determines
when the check was performed and which version was used to do this.
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This illustration depicts a data transfer from the data volumes to the backup
media. Each volume has a task that puts the 64 KB units into a buffer. One
task per backup device reads the blocks from the buffer and stores them on
the backup medium.
The limits of this process are posed either by the access speed of the data
volumes, the writing performance of the backup devices or the transport layer
(e.g. network) between the database server and the backup devices. As long
as these limits are not reached, the process scales with any other backup
device in parallel operation.
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In this section the runtime of a data backup will be analyzed. It helps to
recognize and remove bottlenecks.
To be able to execute a runtime analysis of a backup, the Database Analyzer
must be active during the backup. It’s recommended to change the default
setting of the Database Analyzer interval from 900 seconds to 60 seconds.
In addition, you have to activate the time measurement explicitly. This also
applies to the SAP MaxDB version 7.8 or higher.
The measurement of time is activated using the DBA Cockpit as follows:
DBA Cockpit (transaction DBACOCKPIT) -> Performance -> Kernel Threads
-> Task Manager -> Activate the DB measurement of time.
We check the runtime of a backup in DBACockpit -> diagnostics ->
Messages -> DBA History -> Backup/restore Kernel. The Data Backup which
is analyzed was executed at 31th of October from 9:37 am to 10:04 am ->
duration 27 minutes.
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The backup was executed on backup template
WB5_backup_COMP_extern.
The Template definition tells us that a compressed backup is created which
writes into one file.
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The analysis starts with the Database Analyzer bottleneck analysis (file DBAN.prt).
Goto transaction DBACOCKPIT/LC10: Performance → Database Analyzer →
Bottlenecks
Choose the date (here 31.10.2013) on which the backup to be analyzed was
executed and go to the period in which the backup was active.
(from 9:37 am to 10:04 am)

As soon as a backup is active, you can find the following entry for the duration of the
backup in the file DBAN.prt:
User task 185 blocked in state 'JobWait BckRec' since .....
The UserTask itself does not execute the I/O reads – asynchronus I/O is done via
ServerTasks.
During the backup, you find the Database Analyzer information of how many pages
were read and written by the server tasks in each interval. This gives you a first hint
concerning the throughput of the backup.
In this example:
In an interval of 60 seconds - backup activity: number of pages read 192104, written
192104
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The file DBAN_BACKUP.csv contains detailed information about the backup procedure. Go to the
period in which the backup was active.
Here, you will find, among others, information about how many pages were read in an interval
(BackUpReadPg), how many read I/O accesses (BackUpReads) were executed in an interval, how
many pages were written in an interval (BackUpWrittenPg), and how many write I/Os (BackUpWrites)
were executed.
If the measurement of time has been activated, you can read the time used for reading the data in the
columns AvgAbsRTime_Backup and AvgRelRTime_Backup. The columns AvgAbsWTime_Backup
and AvgRelWTime_Backup display the times that were required for writing to the backup medium.
-

AvgAbsRTime_Backup/AvgAbsWTime_Backup:
The absolute time is the total time that a task needs for the read/write until the CPU is assigned to
the task again. In other words, even if the actual I/O has already been executed, this time can still
increase when the task is in the runqueue and has to wait for the CPU assignment.

-

AvgRelRTime_Backup/AvgRelWTime_Backup:
The relative time is the time that a task spends exclusively waiting for the execution of the I/O. As a
rule, the relative time is therefore lower than the absolute time.

A big discrepancy between the relative and the absolute times points to a bottleneck in the thread
(UKT). In a thread, only one task can use the CPU at any one time. In this case, you can resolve the
bottleneck by distributing the server tasks to different threads (UKTs). For detailed information, see
SAP note 1672994.
In this case, the I/O times measured for reading the data from volumes (AvgRelRTime_Backup) and
the values for writing the data to the backup medium (AvgRelWTime_Backup) are very good. For good
I/O times, the I/O must be lower than 10 msec.
However, poor I/O times do not necessarily mean a bottleneck for the runtime of a backup. In general,
during backup you have more data volumes from which data is read in parallel by the server tasks than
backup media that are written to.
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In each case, you should also analyze the file DBAN_SHOW_ACTIVE.prt (> 7.8:
DBAN_SHOW_ACTIVE_TASKS.prt). Go to the period in which the backup was active.
This file gives information about which tasks have been active in an interval. It only contains
entries if the Database Analyzer interval is less than or equal 300 seconds.
In principle, several snapshots are used for the analysis of this file. This gives you an
overview over the process of the backup.
BUPmed tasks - Activities of tasks that write to the backup medium
BUPvol tasks - Activities of tasks responsible for reading the data from the volumes
In the snapshots of 09:54:46 and 09:55:46 we can see that only one task is busy with a write
I/O to the backup medium (BUPmed). This suggests that no parallel medium is defined here.
In the snapshot at 09:54:46, 1 server task is busy with reading from the data volumes
(BUPvol ‘Medium IO’ ).
The user task is waiting for the end of the backup (User JobWait BckRec).
The second snapshot at 09:55:46 is interesting if you concentrate on the server tasks that
read from the data volumes. All server tasks (24) that have the read request are waiting
(Vsuspend). The reason for the wait situation is that one write task is not fast enough to write
the data from the ring buffer to the backup medium. Only once space becomes free again in
the ring buffer the reading server task can continue reading the data.
The bottleneck is not due to the I/O but due to the throughput of data written to the backup
medium. The I/O times for this are good (less than 3 ms).
You can speed up the backup by installing a parallel backup medium.
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Backup template WB5_backup_COMP_parallel has been created. Backups
using this template are compressed as well and write to 2 files in parallel.
(Device 1 and Device 2)
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Lets check now the runtime of the backup with parallel medium executed at
31.10.2013 from 2:05 pm to 2:20 pm (runtime is now only 15 minutes instead
of 27 minutes)
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Let’s have a look at snapshot 14:17:33:
Now 2 tasks in parallel are busy with a write I/O to the backup medium (BUPmed)
5 server tasks are busy with reading from the data volumes (BUPvol ‘Medium IO’ )
Snapshot 14:18:35:
All 24 server tasks are busy with reading from the data volumes (BUPvol ‘Medium
IO’ )
Both server tasks that have the write request are waiting (BUPmed Vsuspend).
The 2 servertasks which write the data to the external media are faster than only
one task. So in this example the ring buffer was never
filled up completely. The server tasks which read the data from the volumes to the
ring buffer have no wait (vsuspend) situations.
But we can see now wait situations on the servertasks which have to write to the
external media.

Now the bottleneck is on server tasks side that have the read request.
Let’s check now the throughput of the I/O in DBAN_backup.csv.
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The runtime of the backup was less than before, but the I/O times measured
for reading from volumes (AvgRelRTime_Backup) is increased, sometimes
over 10 msec. Why?
In the configuration of this database all 24 Data Volumes are located on the
same disk. This is not the configuration SAP is recommending.
Because more server tasks get read requests more often and in parallel the
bottleneck now is the Read IO.
To solve this bottleneck the database configuration has to be changed ->
distribute the data volumes on different disks.
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Now we have a backup analysis of a 4 Tbyte customer system.
This customer configuration has 80 Data volumes distributed on several
disks.
Let’s have a closer look to this backup performance to see if we can optimize
here as well.
A complete data backup was executed at 1st of November between 7:00 pm
and 11:57 pm – around 5 hours runtime of backup.
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Let’s have a look at snapshot 07:37:47 pm:
Interesting are the BUPmed and BUPvol tasks.
There are 16 tasks in parallel busy with write I/O to the backup medium
(BUPmed) – So now we know this is a parallel backup template with 16
parallel devices.
53 server tasks are busy with reading from the data volumes (BUPvol
‘Medium IO’ )
27 server tasks that have the read request are waiting (BUPmed ‘Vsuspend’)
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File DBAN_UKT_CPU_UTILIZATION.prt contains the detailed information
which UKT (user-kernel thread) is responsible for which CPU consumption.
The only thread that is of interest for the runtime analysis of a data backup is
the thread in which the server tasks are configured.
-> Thread 4 – during this backup the most CPU load was in thread no 4 (
~74% in User and 14,5% in System)
Note as well that the runqueue has 9 elements which are ready to use CPU
but cannot get them because the CPU is used by another task in the same
thread.
In this case all server tasks (read and write request) are in UKT 4. The CPU
consumption of the UKT4 is high (78%) and the current runqueue length (9)
points to a CPU bottleneck during the backup.
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We focus on the CPU Utilization of the UKT no 4. UKT no 4 includes all
server tasks.
In the displayed snapshots the CPU consumption of the UKT4 is between
79% and 83% and the runqueue length increase up to 82 entries!
This pints to a CPU bottleneck which appears during the total backup time.
Server task distribution to several UKTs could be the solution for such a CPU
bottleneck.
With Kernel parameter configuration the server tasks can be distributed on
different Threads. You can decide if the ServerTasks are in a user seperated
Thread or together with the Users Tasks in the Threads. For more
information, see Note 1672994.
Be careful – this configuration change should never be done directly on the
productive system.
Notice that server tasks are used for backup, Check Data, create index, read
ahead and during savepoints.
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The aggregated Database Analyzer statistic values are used to compare a
system e.g. before and after a software upgrade. If the customer detecs
performance problems since a special date or hardware components on the
database server have been changed.
The first example is based on a liveCache customer system which was
upgraded from version 7.7.07.37 to 7.7.07.45 at 26th of October 2013.
We are using the daily aggregates to compare the system before and after
the upgrade.
There are several time frames listed in the aggregation view if the structure of
the file has changed – like in CPU_UTILIZATION.
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In the CPU-Utilization we can see that the sum of CPU time in User Mode
(database kernel software) decreased after the upgrade.
The are huge number of values to compare. It is much easier to have a
graphical view.
Choose Spreadsheet to download the content into an excel sheet.
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The aggregated values can only be transferred into graphics with Excel. The
Database Studio does not support this feature.
We can easily see that the CPU_USAGE of the database in user Mode
decreases since 26.10.2013.
The reason for this could be Code change in liveCache kernel, code change
in LCAPPS, or other reasons.
The database Analyzer expert view allows to get more detailed information
about the liveCache ressource usage.
Notice that the liveCache kernel and the LCAPPS are running in the same
process.
Currently we do not have detailed information about LCAPPS statistics in the
database Analyzer expert analysis.
To confirm that the CPU usage has really decreased it is important to check if
the application load before and after the upgrade has been the same. Here
you have several expert analysis aggregation views.
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We can check the aggregated statistic values of Cache Accesses to check if
the system load related to Data Cache Accesses (blue) have been the same
than before the upgrade. Because this is a liveCache application the Sum of
OMS Accesses will be interesting as well.
To get closer to the reason for the lower CPU usage a detailed analysis must
follow and detailed expert knowledge about liveCache application and
liveCache architecture is necessary. This analysis is done at SAP with the
colleagues of active global support for Max Attention customers and in team
work with experts of liveCache application and liveCache kernel.
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The next example was a customer system which had performance problems since
29th of October. Again we are using the expert analysis aggregation view to
compare the statistics data before and after the 29th of October.
The customer could not tell us the transaction or the report which is slow but the
information that the batch process during the night is very very slow suddenly. The
customer told us that nothing has been changed from application side.
In such cases we won’t use the command monitor to catch the commands in a first
step.
SAP first checks with the aggregated values.

In this example we check the system load – have it really changed.
You could start with DBAN_transactions to check if the sum of SQL
commands has changed.
Here we check the daily aggregated values of DBAN_LOAD.csv
In DBAN_LOAD we get information about the number of Select and Fetches,
the number of Insert, Updates and Deletes.
We get as well information about the Selectivity, which means how many
rows have to be read and how many of these read rows have been qualified.
The selectivity gives a hint if there are missing or bad indexes and therefore
a high system load.
We can see that the number of Select and fetches are the same for all days.
We can also see that the number of rows read (column D) to the number of
rows qualified (Column E) was getting worse at 29th of October.
And this did not change until 4.11.2013
The Bad selectivity points to missing or BAD indexes.
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So first we check if the are BAD indexes in the system -> DBACockpit ->
Diagnostics -> database Objects -> Indexes
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If there are bad indexes shown – those indexes cannot be used of the
optimizer anymore and this could be the reason for the worse
Selectivity.
Use ‘Restore Index’ to create those indexes again (Recreate Index) –but be
careful only one create index should be active in the system. And indexes
should be created when there is low system load.
Another issue could be that really an index is missing to find the best
strategy. But this index was missing before the 29th of october as well. May
be the customer has changed the application coding? In these cases you use
Command monitor to catch the SQL statement with the worse selectivity and
create a new index.
If you detect such issues and you cannot solve this issue by your own please
open a CSS ticket on BC-Db-SDB.
We help to find the root cause.

After the problem has been solved you can use the Database Analyzer
expert analysis LOAD.csv as well to check the result.
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After the problem has been allocated and solved you can immediately easily
check the result with the database Analyzer expert view.
For good system performance the rows read (blue) line and the rows qual
(red line) should be as closely together as possible.
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Next exxample is from a custoemr who told me that after the upgrade from
7.8 to 7.9 he has performance problems.
The upgrade has been done on Sunday 27.10.2013.
We use again the Database Analyzer aggregated statistics (daily) with
DBAN_LOAD.csv and create a graphic view.
Blue line are the rows that were read and the red line shows the rows
qualified.
With the graphical view we easily can see that there are several peaks
between 28.10.2013 and 6.11.2013.
Much more data is read than qualified.
The next step is now zoom more detailed to the peaks. We use here the daily
statistics values.
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We start with the first peak of 28th of October.

We see now that the peak is between 12:02 and 4:00 pm. With the same
created excel we can zoom further to the time frame.
We see that there must be an application active between 1:30 and 2:48,
which has to be checked in more detail.
We have to find out which SQL statement was active during this time.
We use again the Database Analyzer Bottleneck analysis to get more details.
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We get the information that User Task 89 did a lot of physical reads. User
Task T89 was connected with application process id 2108 (Workprocess) of
application server S1200165A.
To get more information which kind of SQL Statements have been executed
we use again the Expert Analysis -> DBAN_RUNNING_COMMANDS.
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With the expert View of DBAN_running_commands we find out which SQL
statements were active in the timeframe 1:02 pm to 2:48 pm.
The information of the bottleneck analysis that task T89 was active can be
confirmed. T89 executed several SQL comamnds.
To find out which ABAP programs executed those commands you can use as
of SAP MaxDB 7.9 the Resource Monitor.
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As of SAP MaxDB version 7.9 the ressource monitor is always active.
You can search for the SQL command logged in RUNNING_COMMANDS.
Please notice that the DBACockpit does not display all commands
Of SharedSQL. Please check first the number of commands stored in
SharedSQL with
Select count (*) from commandstatistics and insert the result into the
resource monitor Number of Statements and Refresh Monitor Display first
before you search for the SQL command string.
When the command string can be found you ‘ll get the Report name where
this command has been executed the first time.
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